The impact of social stimuli on the membrane potential dynamics of barrel cortex neurons is unknown. We obtained in vivo whole-cell recordings in the barrel cortex of head-restrained rats while they interacted with conspecifics. Social touch was associated with a depolarization and large membrane potential fluctuations locked to the rat's whisking. Both depolarization and membrane potential fluctuations were already observed prior to contact and did not occur during free whisking. This anticipatory pre-contact depolarization was not seen in passive social touch in anesthetized animals. The membrane potential fluctuations locked to the rat's whisking observed in interactions with awake conspecifics were larger than those seen for whisking onto nonconspecific stimuli (stuffed rats, objects, and the experimenter's hand). Responses did not correlate with whisker movement parameters. We conclude that responses to social touch differ from conventional tactile responses in (1) amplitude, (2) locking to whisking, and (3) pre-contact membrane potential changes.
INTRODUCTION
Rats are highly social animals that often engage in social facial touch with their conspecifics (Wolfe et al., 2011) . They do so by their mobile whiskers, which also sense the environment, obstacles, gaps, and different textures or objects (Diamond et al., 2008; Feldmeyer et al., 2013) . Many studies investigated sensory responses in barrel cortex. Most studies, however, used simple stimuli such as single whisker deflections or a pole presented to a head-fixed animal (Knutsen et al., 2006; O'Connor et al., 2010) . In addition, membrane potential (V m ) dynamics during different behavioral states of the animal have been studied in detail in the somatosensory cortex (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Crochet et al., 2011) . Social facial interactions involve multisensory signaling (Brecht and Freiwald, 2012 ), but we know little about the impact of such social interactions on cortical activity, as only few studies analyzed responses in interacting animals . Recent studies strengthen the assumption that social touch modulates responses in somatosensory cortex. A human fMRI study showed that activity in somatosensory cortex depended on the gender that the tested person thought they were caressed by (Gazzola et al., 2012) . Further, the barrel cortex of rats showed differential responses between sexes and were dependent on the phase of estrus cycle in females . In order to investigate the impact of social facial touch on V m dynamics in barrel cortex neurons, we performed whole-cell recordings in headrestrained rats while interacting with stimulus rats of different sexes. Unlike our previous work, which focused on firing rate effects of social touch , here we focus on V m dynamics and rely on the excellent time resolution of wholecell recordings. In the current study, we ask the following questions: (1) Do V m dynamics during social whisking differ from free whisking? (2) If so, how do such differences arise? (3) How do V m dynamics during social touch compare with responses to passive social touch in anaesthetized animals? (4) Do V m dynamics differ between social touch and nonconspecific touch?
RESULTS

Social Facial Touch and Free Whisking Differ in Their Membrane Potential Dynamics
We assessed V m trajectories during social facial touch and free whisking episodes by whole-cell recordings in barrel cortex neurons of awake head-restrained rats (referred to as subject rat; Figure 1A ). Subject animals were on average P32 at the day of recording. It is known that female rats enter puberty at the age of P34-P38, whereas in males puberty is reached a couple of days later (P39-P47) (Engelbregt et al., 2000) . Thus, our animals were sexually immature and in prepuberty.
We recorded from 47 barrel cortex neurons, of which 23 cells were obtained from female and 24 from male subject rats. After the whole-cell configuration was established, the head-fixed experimental animal was allowed to interact with stimulus rats of different sexes held by the experimenter ( Figure 1A ). This procedure allowed multiple episodes of social facial touch during a recording. Social touch behavior in these staged interactions was qualitatively similar to interaction patterns observed previously (Wolfe et al., 2011; Bobrov et al., 2014) , but differed quantitatively from those in freely interacting animals. Whisking was less intense and interaction episodes were shorter in the head-fixed configuration. Additionally, the head-fixed subject rat whisked with smaller amplitudes and also tended to emit fewer ultrasonic vocalizations (0.06 ± 0.08 SD calls per second) than head-free stimulus animals (0.76 ± 0.42 SD calls per second), suggesting that head-fixation affected interaction patterns.
Social facial interactions started with whisker overlap and also included nose-to-nose touch, as described previously (Wolfe et al., 2011; Bobrov et al., 2014) . Whisker movements of subject and stimulus rat were tracked using high-and low-speed videography ( Figure 1A) . A layer 2/3 pyramidal cell ( Figure 1B ) showed strong and reproducible V m fluctuations during social touch, which were characterized by large amplitude changes of up to 12 mV ( Figure 1C , top and bottom). During free whisking, a different pattern of V m fluctuations was observed ( Figure 1D , top and bottom). Averaging the V m triggered to the beginning of whisker protraction of the subject rat revealed strong locking of V m to whisking during social facial touch ( Figure 1E ). However, during free whisking, when animals performed spontaneous whisking bouts in free air, the correlation of V m to whisking was much less prominent and less consistent ( Figure 1F ). In addition, the average modulation depth of V m , measured by subtracting the minimum from the maximum (see bars in Figures Figure 1B , we observed a significant difference in modulation depth between free whisking and social touch ( Figure 1G , Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.024). Population data for all cells (n = 20) showed similar results ( Figure 1H , Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = 0.002). In 47 neurons, we could monitor 256 social facial touch episodes. In 20 of 47 cells, we were able to analyze free whisking episodes (n = 49). Average modulation depth across episodes is plotted for these cells in Figure 1H , where both social touch and free whisking episodes could be recorded. To assess whether whisker motion parameters had an influence on the resulting cell responses during social touch and free whisking, we quantified whisking amplitude and set angle. We found no difference when whisking parameters were compared between social touch and free whisking (Figures S1A and S1C available online; mean whisking amplitude was 13.4 ± 0.9 , and mean set angle was 91.4 ± 3 during free whisking; during social touch, mean whisking amplitude was 12.2 ± 1.3 and mean set angle, 89.5 ± 3.6 ; p = 0.601 for whisking amplitude and p = 0.989 for set angle, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). It is clear from these data that both free whisking and social touch resulted in fairly variable whisking patterns under our conditions. We did not observe a correlation of V m to whisking amplitude or set angle during social facial touch or free whisking (Figures S1B and S1D, Pearson correlation test). When plotting the V m modulation depth during social touch against the V m modulation depth during free whisking, no clear relationship between these two measurements was observed ( Figure S1E , p = 0.137, Pearson correlation test). These observations argue against the idea that differences in social facial touch and free whisking originated from differential whisker motion patterns (Figures S1B and S1D).
Behavioral state influences V m dynamics. Whereas slow, large V m fluctuations are observed during quiet wakefulness, there is a shift in brain state during explorative whisking, causing a reduction of slow V m fluctuations and a depolarization in the cells (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Gentet et al., 2010; Crochet et al., 2011; Poulet et al., 2012) . To assess such changes in our data, we calculated mean V m values and (F) Modulation depth is plotted as a function of whisking amplitude for free whisking (green) and pre-contact (gray). There is no significant correlation between these two parameters.
firing rates for the three different states, during which we monitored cell activity: quiet wakefulness, free whisking, and social touch. Averaging the V m over episodes revealed a significant depolarization, occurring during social touch compared with free whisking (mean V m during social touch was À47.5 ± 2.7 mV and during free whisking À51.8 ± 2.6 mV, p = 0.002) and quiet wakefulness (mean V m during quiet wakefulness was À52.9 ± 2.3 mV, p = 0.001; Mann-Whitney U test, data not plotted).
No difference in the mean V m was found between quiet wakefulness and free whisking (p = 0.806, Mann-Whitney U test). Further, a decrease in firing rate was observed when animals started to move their whiskers (mean firing rate during quiet awake was 1.1 ± 0.5 Hz and during free whisking 0.8 ± 0.4 Hz, p = 0.034). Finally, neurons fired with higher rates during social touch compared to free whisking (p = 0.024, mean firing rate during social touch was 1.8 ± 0.8 Hz, data not plotted). This initial dataset indicates that social touch induces V m changes compared to quiet wakefulness and free whisking. In the following sections, we outline, how these changes evolve over time and what factors might contribute to such V m changes.
Membrane Potential Modulation in Social Facial Interactions Emerges prior to Contact
We next analyzed the evolution of V m fluctuations around social interactions. To this end, we tracked whisker movements of the subject rat prior, during, and after the social facial touch episodes and analyzed whether the V m trajectories (Figure 2A , upper panel) locked to these movements (Figure 2A , lower panel). From this analysis it became clear that the V m dynamics changed even before the animals touch each other (referred to as ''pre-contact period'') and that evoked responses continued after the social interaction was terminated (referred to as ''postcontact period''). In contrast, V m changes were not observed in free whisking episodes (recording traces from the same cell, Figure 2B ). Protraction triggered V m averages for the episodes shown in Figures 2A and 2B reveal a locking of V m to whisker motion before and after social touch ( Figure 2C ). Such locking was significantly weaker during free whisking (Figure 2D ). Modulation depth of V m was stronger for pre-contact, post-contact, and social touch compared with free whisking in the example episode ( Figures 2C and 2D ). Population data confirm these findings (n = 19 cells). Protraction triggered V m changes were small during free whisking and significantly different from protraction triggered V m changes before (p < 0.0001), during (p = 0.002) and after social touch (p = 0.012; Figure 2E , Wilcoxon signed-rank test). A Kruskal-Wallis oneway ANOVA also reported a significant difference between free whisking, pre-contact, post-contact and social touch (p = 0.003). Finally, we asked, whether the observed socially triggered changes in V m were related to the mechanics of whisking. There was no clear correlation between modulation depth and whisking amplitude for either free whisking (p = 0.069) or pre- contact interaction periods (p = 0.348, Pearson correlation test, Figure 2F ), suggesting that the V m dynamics during precontact do not simply reflect whisker movement. Taken together, these data suggest that social facial interactions result in substantial V m changes and that these changes in V m are already apparent prior to the onset of facial contact.
Absence of Membrane Potential Changes prior to Contact in Anaesthetized Animals
In order to better understand the origin of responses in social touch, we performed whole-cell recordings in barrel cortex neurons of anaesthetized rats. As soon as a stable recording was obtained, we presented stimulus rats to these anaesthetized subject rats. Thus, under these conditions, there is no active touch of the subject rat, but responses are evoked by passive touch, i.e., by whisking and sniffing of the stimulus rat on the anaesthetized subject rat. We recorded from 25 barrel cortex neurons in anaesthetized animals and monitored 182 passive touch episodes. To assess whether V m fluctuations during pre-contact periods were due to whisking patterns, we quantified mean V m and firing rates before, during, and after passive social touch and compared these to ongoing activity (no stimulus rat present). Characteristic up and down states were observed during anaesthetized recordings ( Figure 3A, left) , which persisted while stimulus rats were presented ( Figure 3A,  right) . In addition, a significant depolarization was observed during passive touch compared to ongoing activity in the given example cell (p = 0.032, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, Figure 3B ). Unlike the awake animals, however, this depolarization did not occur before the stimulus rat was approaching the anaesthetized subject rat. As shown in Figure 3C for a recording from an awake animal, the V m of the neuron depolarizes prior to contact and this effect was robust across episodes ( Figure 3D ). Population data for all cells recorded (n = 33) indicate the same conclusion. While there is no pre-contact depolarization relative to ongoing activity in anaesthetized animals ( Figure 3E ), there was a significant pre-contact depolarization in cells recorded in awake animals ( Figure 3F ). To test whether there was indeed a significant effect of wakefulness on the precontact depolarization, we compared the difference between ongoing and pre-contact V m in awake and anaesthetized animals. We found that, there was indeed a significantly larger pre-contact depolarization in awake animals (p = 0.004, Mann-Whitney U test). These findings indicate that the mere presence of a stimulus animal is not sufficient to induce the pre-contact depolarization, but that it results from mechanisms related to the active sensing of conspecifics.
Nonconspecific Stimuli Evoke Smaller Whisking Locked Membrane Potential Responses than Social Touch
Strong engagement of barrel cortex during active touch has been reported using voltage sensitive dye imaging (Ferezou et al., 2006) . We therefore wondered to what extent the observed modulation in the V m in our study was specific for social interactions with an alive stimulus rat. To address this issue we compared responses of barrel cortex neurons during interactions with awake conspecifics (Figures 4A and 4B ) with inanimate stimuli, such as stuffed rats ( Figures 4C and 4D) , objects ( Figures 4F and 4G) , and responses in the V m to the experimenter's hand alone ( Figures 4I and 4J ). Whole-cell recordings were obtained and the different stimuli were presented in a random order to the head-fixed subject rat. Figures 4A, 4C , 4F, and 4I show V m traces with the corresponding whisker movements during interactions with an alive stimulus rat ( Figure 4A , right), a stuffed rat ( Figure 4C, right) , an object ( Figure 4F , right) and the experimenter's hand ( Figure 4I, right) . All traces were obtained from the same barrel cortex neuron. Figures 4B, 4D , 4G, and 4J show the protraction triggered V m curves for the given episodes. This neuron showed the strongest locking to the subject whisking and biggest V m modulation during a social interaction with a stimulus rat. Nonconspecific stimuli ( Figure 4D , stuffed rat; Figure 4G , object; and Figure 4J , experimenter's hand) elicit much smaller modulation depths. These differences evoked by conspecific and non-specific stimuli in the modulation depth relative to subject whisking were seen in all cells recorded. We observed significant differences between modulation depths evoked by social touch (with an alive conspecific) when compared with each nonconspecific stimuli: stuffed rats (Figure 4E , n = 8 cells, p = 0.008), objects ( Figure 4H , n = 7 cells, p = 0.016) and the experimenter's hand ( Figure 4K , n = 8 cells, p = 0.016). Whisking parameters during social touch and interactions with non-conspecific stimuli were similar. Figure S2 shows the whisking amplitude (upper) and the set angle (lower) during interactions with a stuffed rat ( Figure S2A ), an object ( Figure S2B ) and the experimenter's hand ( Figure S2C ) compared with social touch interactions. No differences were found in motion parameters, when social touch and interactions with inanimate stimuli were compared. This result differs from findings we obtained previously in freely moving animals, where robust whisker movement differences were observed between object touch and social touch . Thus, our findings show that large V m modulations and V m locking to the whisking of the subject rat are physiological characteristics specific to social touch.
DISCUSSION
Previous measurements using extracellular recordings described firing rate effects associated with social touch in barrel cortex . We extend these findings by describing V m dynamics during social facial touch in interacting animals. Whole-cell recordings in awake, head-restrained rats revealed the impact of social facial touch at the level of subthreshold dynamics.
Free Whisking and Social Touch Evoke Different Responses in Barrel Cortex
Social touch led to large amplitude V m fluctuations, which were not observed in free whisking. Relatively weak V m modulation during free whisking was observed as previously described (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Crochet et al., 2011) . Active touch led to larger responses than free whisking in the studies of Crochet and Petersen (2006) and Crochet et al. (2011) , an observation similar to our results on social touch. A recent study described the representation of social facial touch in terms of firing rate changes in the barrel cortex . A major advance of the present work is contributed by the precise time resolution of whole-cell recordings, which made it possible to characterize the locking of the V m to the subject animal's whisking during social facial touch.
Responses to Social Touch Emerge prior to Contact and Do Not Correlate with Movement Parameters
We found that active social touch initiated changes in the V m dynamics even before whisker contact occurred. This finding was not seen in the study of firing rates by Bobrov et al. (2014) . V m locked to whisking of the subject rat and cells depolarized and increased their firing rate prior to whisker contact. To the best of our knowledge, such strong V m responses prior to tactile stimulation have not been previously described. Barrel cortex activity has been extensively studied in head-restrained animals that have been trained for simple task, such as object localization (Knutsen et al., 2006; O'Connor et al., 2010) or whisker-based tactile tasks (Sachidhanandam et al., 2013) . However, we know little about responses to natural stimuli (Brecht, 2007) , and none of these studies reported an activity in barrel cortex neurons prior to tactile input. In addition, the changes in V m dynamics prior to contact were independent of whisking parameters such as whisking amplitude and set angle, as these parameters turned out to be similar during pre-contact, social touch, and free whisking. We note, however, that our observations do not rule out the possibility of subtle differences in motor patterns or other variables, such as changes in the blood pressure of the follicle sinus. Future work should clarify whether the observed effects are related to arousal. The pre-contact depolarization that was observed during awake social touch and not during passive touch in anesthetized animals is consistent with the idea that arousal might play a role. Alertness and arousal are known to affect the whisker system. In primary vibrissa somatosensory cortex, it was shown that whisker stimuli lead to smaller responses in animals during free whisking than during quiet waking (Ferezou et al., 2006; Crochet and Petersen, 2006) . Moreover, cholinergic and noradrenergic afferents are known to influence the activity of the barrel cortex. Constantinople and Bruno (2011) showed that acetylcholine is not responsible for changing the brain state from wakefulness patterns to synaptic quiescence, but that the response to whisker stimulation increases due to acetylcholine. However, we note that single arousal variable is unlikely to account for the observations we report here. For example, in the rat hippocampus we found that object contacts evoke stronger rate effects than social stimuli (von Heimendahl et al., 2012) . From this observation, one can conclude that there is not a brain-wide increase of neural activity as a result of social interaction.
Barrel Cortex Membrane Potential Dynamics during Social Touch Differ from Responses to Nonconspecific Stimuli
To test whether the response patterns observed were specific to social stimuli, we analyzed whether the touch of a stuffed rat, an object, or the experimenter's hand alone induced the same V m modulations as observed during interaction with an alive rat. We found that the locking of V m and the subject's whisking that occurred during social touch was significantly smaller during touch of nonconspecific stimuli than during whisking on an awake conspecific. This agrees with the results of Bobrov et al. (2014) , which described smaller firing rate responses in object touch compared with social touch. Taken together, these findings support the idea that the response patterns observed in our study are specific to social touch.
Multisensory Effects in Social Touch
Social facial interactions are known to involve multisensory signaling (Brecht and Freiwald, 2012) . It seems likely that the pre-contact depolarization and whisker locking observed here is generated by multisensory mechanisms. A candidate mechanism might be socially induced sniffing. Whisking is correlated with sniffing in rodents (Deschê nes et al., 2012) , which predestine sniffing as an important factor during a social interaction. There is ample evidence for socially induced sniffing in rats. Subordinate rats, for example, decrease their sniffing during an interaction with a dominant conspecific in order to avoid aggressive behavior (Wesson, 2013) . Thus, future work should address the role of sniffing in social touch. Sniffing-related effects on neural activity in barrel cortex are plausible, since Ito et al. (2014) showed phase locking of barrel cortex activity to respiration. We therefore assume that olfactory cues and potentially sniffing might play an important role in the observed interaction patterns. Recent fMRI work in humans also suggests that multisensory cues and anticipation shape responses in somatosensory cortex. In the work of Gazzola et al. (2012) , responses in somatosensory cortex changed as a function of movies of the touching interaction partner, even when the actual touch was the same.
In social encounters, rodents transmit pheromonal signals (Kannan and Archunan, 2001) , as well as visual and auditory cues in form of ultrasonic vocalization (reviewed in Wö hr and Schwarting, 2013). We find that while calling rates of our headfixed animals were low, stimulus animals called at higher rates similar to interacting animals (data not shown; Rao et al., 2014) . Hence, ultrasonic vocalizations could also contribute to the pre-contact effects seen in our interactions. The relatively weak responses to stuffed animals indicate that the pure sight of a stimulus animal is not sufficient to evoke full-blown social responses.
CONCLUSION
Our data on V m responses to social touch show a surprising amount of high-level nontactile information in barrel cortex activity. Thus, V m modulations started prior to contact and were different compared with interactions with inanimate stimuli and alive stimulus rats. The pre-contact depolarization was not observed during passive touch in anesthetized animals, suggesting that active processing within the brain of the conscious subject rat is needed. Our data suggest that the earliest stages of somatosensory cortical processing do not merely reflect the mechanics of tactile stimuli. Instead, the active sensing of conspecifics evokes differential barrel cortex activity and a representation of social information in prominent whisking-locked V m fluctuations.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
All experimental procedures were performed according to German guidelines on animal welfare under the supervision of local ethics committees (animal permit number: G0259/09).
Surgeries and head-fixation habituation were done as described by Doron et al. (2014) with the exception that animals were first implanted with a bolt. After a habituation period of 2-4 days, a recording chamber was implanted. Whole-cell recordings in head-fixed subject rats were done as described by Margrie et al. (2002) . Recordings in anaesthetized animals were done under urethane (1.5-2.0 g/kg). After a stable recording was achieved, the experimenter presented stimulus rats of different sexes to the subject rat. For post hoc analysis of the recorded cell, biocytin was added to the internal pipette solution. After successful recordings, animals were anaesthetized and perfused with fixative, and brains were processed using the avidin-biotin-peroxidase method.
A social interaction (also referred to as an episode) was counted when two rats made whisker contact. Episodes were monitored using low-and/or highspeed videography, and whisker tracking was done as described by Bobrov et al. (2014) .
To detect locking of V m to whisking, protraction triggered V m averages were calculated in Matlab by averaging V m ± 100 ms relative to the minima of the whisker motion trace. V m values were averaged over an entire interaction episode. Modulation depth values were calculated by subtracting the minimum from the maximum of the protraction triggered V m curves. The mean modulation depth was computed as an average of modulation depth values of individual episodes. Whisking amplitudes and set angles were automatically calculated using the custom-written Matlab code for whisker tracking. Correlation coefficients were computed in Matlab using the Spearman rank correlation test. All other statistical tests (Mann-Whitney U and Wilcoxon signed-rank, Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA) were performed in Matlab. Mean V m and firing rates were calculated over the total length of a given episode.
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